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mask to prevent the coronavirus is reflected in mirrors,
Korea, earlier this week. (Illustrative photo: Heo Ran/Reuters)

Sickness and
spiritualhealth
lesson from the coronavirus on the fragility and strength
he outbreak of the coronavirus is
deeply troubling and potentially
dangerous development, but within
itwe can find lessons that are important for
our spirituality
and our role in this world.
Throughout
Tanach [the Bible],we can
find two very differentbut complementary
descriptionsof humans and human
nature.
On the one hand, we are defined as created
in the image of God, “only slightlylessthan
divine.” This characterization would lead
one to think that humans are created to be
“near-perfect.”
Yet on the other hand, we know that the
Torah makes itvery clearthat we are subject
to failuresand weaknesses.
These dueling identitiesare revealed in
very practicalterms when we are forced to
confront something so vast and challenging
likethisoutbreak of disease.
On the one hand, the coronavirus is tiny
living organism that can spread
terrible
diseasethroughout humanity
while at the
same time, we know
that we have the
potential to harness the power to develop
the vaccine to stop it.
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save others. And of the power of medical
science, driven by the minds of men and
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who are now desperately searching
for vaccine that willfightthe disease.
In everything in lifewe can find meaning
This disease has already destroyed many
and certainly this is no exception. In the
lives.And in addition to physically killing coronavirus we are able to better understand how fragilehuman lifecan be, wherepeople, we know that itis wreaking havoc
in many other ways.
by
tiny organism originating in the Far
Itisimpacting economies, tourism, trade
East can so quickly grow and spread to
impact communities so faraway. And at the
and travelallover the globe. All this from
something so miniscule
yet it has the
same time, we must find strength in the
power to spread so quickly and so dangerrecognition that we have tools to confront
this disease that, with God’s help, will see
ously.Typicallywe feargiant threats earthquakes and storms that can destroy in sec- itsend very soon.
onds. In thiscase,the fearisno lesspresent,
This isthe remarkable world in which we
but in
very differentform. It stems from
live where we are both humbled
by the
the sense of not knowing from where itis small things yet always emboldened
by the
coming and where it might head. Is the
understanding that we have been given the
person next to us
carrier?Is that sneeze
strength to confront and overcome even
something farmore dangerous and sinister? the greatestof challenges.
Yet, the appearance of this disease also
reminds
us of the incredible inherent
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